
Experimental Results

● Contingency-Awareness: the recognition that some aspects of the environmental 
dynamics and observations are under the agent’s control   [Bellemare et al., 2012]

● We study learning contingency-awareness based on self-localization:
Discovering parts of the environment that are dependent on the agent’s action
often reveals the agent’s approximate location in the abstract state space

● We develop an attentive dynamics model (ADM) that discovers
controllable parts (contingent regions) in 2D Atari environments

● Contingency-Aware Exploration (CoEX): we achieve strong
performance on difficult sparse-reward Atari games
○ A state-of-the-art performance (>11,000) on Montezuma’s Revenge,

without demonstration, high-level information (e.g. RAM), or resetting states

Introduction

● The inverse dynamics model predicts the agent’s action                   given
two consecutive states or image observations                    

● Key idea: the model should attend to the controllable part of observation
that is most relevant in predicting the action the agent has taken

● Training: action classification with respect to the ground-truth action (self-supervised)
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● Represent a state using the predicted contingent location information          ,
and apply count-based exploration based on the discrete state representation

● Learn a policy that maximizes the return with count-based exploration bonus

● Contingent region learned from ADM: 
● Observation Embedding Clustering

○ Predict a discrete context representation             that summarizes the high-level 
visual context of the agent’s location (e.g. room in Atari games)

○ We use a non-parametric Bayesian style clustering algorithm
● Optionally, we can include cumulative episode reward                              ,

which provides a high-level behavioral context in sparse-reward environments

State Representation for Count-based Exploration

● We propose a simple yet effective way of learning state abstraction for exploration,
through self-supervised learning from visual observations and controllable dynamics

● Contingency-awareness and self-localization can lead to efficient exploration,
achieving strong results in sparse-reward Atari games without use of expert demonstrations,
explicit supervision (e.g. RAM information), or simulator (e.g. resetting states)

● Extension: Use forward/inverse dynamics model or multi-head attention to learn more 
effective abstraction of controllable dynamics in more general and challenging environments

Take-home Messages and Future Work
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  Ablation Study: the discovered contingent region information plays an important role

PPO+CoEX
(128 actors)

achieves >11,000 score on Montezuma’s Revenge during 2B frames of training

▲ Performance of ADM: Euclidean distance between the 
ground-truth and the predicted location of the agent

▲ Performance of observation embedding clustering:
    The ARI score (the similarity between clusterings)

A2C+CoEX
(16 actors)
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